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NOTICEBOARDS  

Please try to take time at least once a 

week to catch up on any information 

posted on the notice boards or written on 

the white boards. There are several 

different boards at Helen’s Place, both 

indoors and outdoors.  
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THE PLAYGROUP BOARD 

As you may know, Kineton Playgroup Ltd is a charity, specifically a charitable company.  As all charities 

it relies on volunteers taking on formal and informal roles to continue to operate.  The more formal 

roles involve people forming a functioning Board of Directors and Trustees, to oversee elements such 

as Finance, Safeguarding, Curriculum, Publicity & Marketing and HR.  We are always happy to welcome 

people who already have, or would like to develop, the skills to fulfil these roles.   

 

But what does the Board actually do? 

 

As a Board we are responsible for ensuring Playgroup is run effectively and properly. We are also 

responsible for helping Playgroup set broad and reasonable goals to ensure it meets its external 

accreditations with external bodies such as Ofsted and Millie’s Mark. We meet formally with the 

Playgroup Management every 6 weeks to review all elements of the organisation, including safeguarding 

practice, accident statistics, finances with regards to Government funding (or lack of it!) child places, 

impact on staffing, changing external requirements and frameworks such as curriculum and Ofsted.  

 

Between these formal meetings we try to meet more informally (usually in the comfort of someone’s 

front room with coffee and cake) and plan next steps and how to implement actions from the more 

formal meetings.  

 

We also visit Playgroup regularly to check in with staff and perform specific tasks such as Learning 

Walks. This is where a Board member will observe particular topic areas or routines at Playgroup, ask 

questions and feedback as a learning and or improvement opportunity to staff, Board and children. 

Recently targeted Learning Walks have included Road Safety, Forest School and hot dinners!    

 

Being part of the Board is a rewarding and fascinating way of helping a very underfunded, yet crucial 

organisation – without a Board, Playgroup cannot legally operate! 

 
NEW MEMBERS NEEDED 

If you are interested in being involved and ready to give a little back to the community, or you know 

someone who is,  please speak to Sally, Carol, any of us on the Board or message us through our 

Facebook page. 

 

Katie Castle, Chair 
 

 

 

Don’t need to worry about curriculum and topics as that is probably for our newsletter. 


